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THE ESY PRINCIPLE

INTELLIGENT SYNERGY
FROM AUTOMATION
AND LIGHTING

MAKING LIGHT
INTELLIGENT
MEANS UNDERSTANDING A BIT
ABOUT SENSOR
TECHNOLOGY
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ESY,
WHEN YOU'RE ONE OF THE LEADING PROVIDERS
OF AUTOMATION SOLUTIONS
People operating in today's working environment fulfil a wide variety
of tasks and in doing so they try their best every day. For this they
need good light, as well as fresh, oxygen-rich air if they are to remain
vital, concentrated and productive. ESYLUX focuses on people's needs,
increasing their comfort and well-being in the workplace. It does so
with innovative automation and lighting solutions that reduces energy
consumption, thus ensuring lower operating costs and the protection of
natural resources.
At the same time, the requirements that we face are often complex – not
least because today's working environment requires us to think in networks
and across different industries. In this respect, however, we can only help
if we are able to offer solutions that are simple to implement and operate,
and which by themselves improve the atmosphere in every workspace. We
call it Performance for Simplicity. It is this philosophy of simplification that
we apply consistently to all areas of our internationally operating company –
from product development through to customer service. All over the world.
Based on research, development and production at our site in the German
town of Ahrensburg, and on our experience in demand-based building
automation, we are able to create the perfect synergy. The synergy consists of
automation and lighting: with modern sensor systems, biologically effective
LED lighting systems, intelligent control technologies and efficient use of
daylight. Better quality of life from the most simple application, combining
maximum energy savings with minimum costs.
That is the ESY principle.

OUR VISION
Our intelligent solutions improve quality of life
and energy efficiency in every workplace.

OUR MISSION
Offering demand-driven automation and lighting solutions for offices,
educational and health care facilities, we are first choice for installers,
planners and investors.
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SIMPLY IMPROVING QUALITY OF LIFE
AND ENERGY EFFICIENCY

ENERGY ONLY WHEN IT'S NEEDED:
FROM THE SPECIALIST IN SENSORY SYSTEMS
Imagine the joy of never again having to think whether the light in the
workplace is on or off. And how much more cost-effectively a building
can be operated if energy is only used when it is actually needed. The
perfect task for an experienced automation professional like ESYLUX.
Since the company was founded, our success has been defined by demanddriven building automation, as well as outdoor and safety lighting. With LED
having been our preferred illuminant, in 2014 we were able to merge the
two business divisions by venturing into intelligent indoor lighting which,
with impressive energy efficiency and durability, is also an application that
is perfectly suited to electronic control. Today, we are a leading provider
of intelligent automation and lighting solutions, our competence which is
evidenced not least by the energy-efficient human centric lighting of the
SymbiLogic technology.

EnergiMidt's Hovedkontor in Jütland:
PD-C 360i/24 DIMplus presence detectors ensure
maximum convenience and cost efficiency.

ENERGY SAVING POTENTIAL OF
DEMAND-DRIVEN BUILDING AUTOMATION
(MIN./MAX.)

Krifa in Aarhus: Set over 12,590 m2, the headquarters
of the Christian Association uses ESYLUX sensors that
combine design, efficiency and flexibility.
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Sun guard

REDUCING COSTS WHILE
INCREASING COMFORT
Just one single ESYLUX presence detector saves a lot of energy because
it only switches the light on when people are in the workplace and the
brightness of the incoming daylight is not sufficient enough. Detectors with
constant light control work even more efficiently by adjusting the connected
artificial light only until a specific target value has been reached. For integrated automation we offer presence detectors that, in addition to the light,
also adapt the ventilation to the current room conditions in order to make
the best possible use of energy.
At the same time, our intelligent automation and lighting solutions substantially increase the quality of life. People benefit from an ideal room atmosphere in which they feel comfortable and able to operate effectively. Light
is at its best when it enables optimum vision and guarantees orientation
and safety in every situation. Our intelligent sensor systems act as a person's counsel, ensuring a high degree of automation comfort so that people
can concentrate fully on their task at hand.
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ESY,
WHEN BIOLOGICALLY EFFECTIVE LIGHTING IS
INTELLIGENTLY CONTROLLED
Innovation is the driving force behind ESYLUX. We develop products and
solutions in order to find simple answers to complex requirements, and in
doing so creating synergy effects. The best example for this is the Symbi
Logic technology that we have developed for energy-efficient control of
biologically effective lighting.
So-called human centric lighting simulates the dynamic gradient of natural
daylight at the workplace, supporting a person's biorhythm. During the day
brighter, cold-white light keeps people alert and productive. In the evenings,
darker warm-white light enables a person to relax and sleep better. In the
long term, motivation and vitality are thus increased. Innovative SymbiLogic
technology makes human centric lighting particularly efficient. Illumination
is switched depending on presence and daylight, and thanks to adaptive
HCL light control a high degree of innovation is achieved by its use of
incoming daylight even during the biodynamic brightness gradients.

500 lux

THE BEST
LIGHTING FOR
WORKPLACES
IS EFFICIENT
NO MATTER
WHERE IT IS

06:00

Proportion of artificial light
Sufficient daylight
Present
Absent
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12:00

18:00

SymbiLogic technology from
ESYLUX with presence- and
daylight-dependent switching
and adaptive HCL light control.
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SIMPLY FIRST-CLASS LIGHT:
FOR MAXIMUM RELAXED VISION
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ESYLUX CRI spectrum measurement
result, example based on PRANA+
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Because LEDs react quicker than light bulbs to natural fluctuations in the
alternating current they can easily flicker and thus adversely affect health.
ESYLUX copes with this challenge too and with an extremely low flicker
factor of less than 3 percent in the indoor lighting area, it ensures optimal
light quality and a clear view.
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FLICKER-FREE EVEN AT LONG VIEWING DISTANCE DUE TO
AN EXTREMELY LOW FLICKER FACTOR

The designer Office Floor Light PRANA+ combines bio
logically effective lighting with maximum colour brilliance.
Its simple, classy design received numerous awards.

ATED COLOURS
SATUR

Light is not just light, which is why at ESYLUX we are constantly working
in our in-house light laboratory towards achieving the best possible light
quality. Through constant quality checks using the Colour Rendering
Index (CRI) and Colour Quality Scale (CQS) we ensure that both weak and
saturated colours are rendered as realistically as possible.

ESYLUX CQS spectrum measurement
result, example based on PRANA+
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SIMPLY CROSS-INDUSTRY: FOR BEST
INDOOR AIR AND EFFICIENT CONTROL

AUTOMATICALLY IMPROVING THE INDOOR CLIMATE

SAVINGS POTENTIAL THROUGH
DEMAND-DRIVEN VENTILATION

SIMPLE MANUAL OVERRIDE

For this purpose, ESYLUX offers ATMO presence detectors with a unique
multisensor system: In addition to presence, they detect any change in
the light situation, temperature, air humidity and quality of air, and control
terminal devices as needed and in an energy-efficient manner. This is
particularly economical because the multisensory detectors save on the use
of multiple individual solutions, and the ventilation system only ever works
at the exact intensity required.

People like to enjoy comfort while at the same time maintaining control in
every situation. Perfect automation is therefore just a convenient option
for us that can be overridden manually at any time, quickly and simply. At
the push of a button, users can adapt everything to their individual needs
or access stored room scenes. Simply by push button, remote control or
ESY-App via Bluetooth from a mobile device.

100 % FLOW RATE

Apart from light, what people need above all is sufficient oxygen. So the
quality of the air also affects how comfortable we feel in a room. The
intelligent cross-industry automation of air and lighting creates a productive
working environment and, at the same time, optimal light intensity.

06:00

12:00

Constant air volume flow
Intelligent controlled ventilation

18:00

The TOUCH presence
detector of the COMPACT
series with touch-sensitive
lens surface.

The operating concept of our TOUCH presence detectors of the COMPACT
series is also innovative: The touch-sensitive lens surface enables the
detector to simultaneously become a push button.

Energy saving
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WE DEVELOP
SOLUTIONS
ALSO FOR
INVESTORS,
PLANNERS AND
INSTALLERS

ESY,
WHEN EFFICIENCY AND EASY IMPLEMENTATION
IN ALL PHASES ARE KEY
Anybody who has the well-being of people in mind will of course ensure, that
solutions benefit everybody that uses them. That is why we are developing
our innovations not only for end users, but also for the benefit of those who
consciously opt every day for the quality that ESYLUX provides: investors,
planners and installers. Thanks to the perfect synergy of automation and
lighting we are able to meet the highest demands in terms of economic
viability, efficiency and profitability.
Our modern automation and lighting solutions guarantee excellent value for
money and maximum energy-saving for cost-effective building operation.
Above all, we are concerned to ensure that every individual step can be
carried out as simply as possible whilst saving time – from planning and
assembly through to commissioning and control. Last but not least, we have
confidence not only in the durability and design of our products, but also in
the helpful service we offer.

Our ELC-based solutions (ESYLUX Light Control) are not just about
planning. They are easy to install and commission with plug-and-play.
Moreover, when our solutions with SymbiLogic technology are used,
the return on investment in a property will increase.

ELC recessed ceiling lights
CELINE-2 series

230 V
ELC presence detector
COMPACT series

ELC control unit SMARTDRIVER-2
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ELC multiple push button

Wiring of all luminaires
via plug-and-play with RJ45
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SIMPLY CREATING SYNERGY ADVANTAGES:
SAVING ENERGY, TIME AND MONEY

FOR PLANNERS:
MAXIMUM FLEXIBILITY IN ROOM USE AND DESIGN
When developing your construction projects, energy-saving building automation is assured thanks to the flexibility and planning security provided
by ESYLUX. The high functional range and technical design of individual
components allow you to engage in variable room design and thereby
remain free and flexible when it comes to architectural design.

UP
TO

70 %

POTENTIAL ENERGY SAVINGS*
Through the use of demanddriven control combined with
modern lighting.
*Source: Energy Efficiency Initiative, Deutsche
Energie-Agentur GmbH (dena)

FOR INSTALLERS:
EASY INSTALLATION AND QUICK MODERNISATION
Installers are excited by the simplified commissioning and control, particularly by our pre-configured set solutions and time-saving plug-and-play
installation. The clear price advantage and extended warranty period
offered by ESYLUX are also impressive. Because many solutions can be
ideally integrated into existing building systems, you can also modernise
existing properties quickly and easily – room by room.
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UP
TO

60 %

FOR INVESTORS:
INCREASING COST EFFICIENCY AND PROPERTY VALUE
As an investor you attach great importance to high energy-saving potential
in building automation through low investment and operating costs, to
flexible lighting control for different room concepts, and to the robust
quality of individual components. And best of all, you also benefit further
from reduced operating costs when the solution has long been amortised.
Whether you are planning a new project or would like to modernise your
existing environment – with the affordable forward-looking solutions from
ESYLUX you are laying a foundation stone for your property to increase
in value over the long term and enjoying a higher return on your investment.
Additional advantages: Your staff will save a lot of time because our
solutions are so easy to operate, while maintenance is kept to a minimum.

TIME SAVING THROUGH
PLUG-AND-PLAY
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INTELLIGENTLY
IMPROVING
ALL ROOMS
FOR OFFICE,
EDUCATION AND
HEALTH CARE
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ESY,
WHEN INDIVIDUAL SOLUTIONS
ARE OFFERED FOR EVERY WORKPLACE
When we work on new technologies and products at ESYLUX, we are
helped not only by our innovative capacity, but also the ability to understand
different situations and needs. Only by doing so can we develop intelligent
demand-driven, highly efficient automation and light solutions that provide
optimal support for people all day long in all areas.
Yet even though the requirements differ so much in offices, educational
establishments and health facilities, it is healthy, beneficial light and fresh,
pleasant indoor climate conditions that play an essential role everywhere
when it comes to well-being, motivation and ability to concentrate in the
workplace. For us, people always come first.
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SIMPLY MAKING OFFICES LIVEABLE: FROM
CONFERENCE ROOMS TO EXECUTIVE SUITES

EVERY AREA IN AN OFFICE BUILDING REPRESENTS DIFFERENT
REQUIREMENTS IN TERMS OF LIGHT, AIR AND SAFETY
Light and air are significant factors for the well-being of people at their
workplace. Light influences people's day-night-rhythm and in an ideal
case, is biologically effective, while fresh air supplies people with oxygen
and promotes their ability to concentrate. Light and air fulfil different
roles in the different spaces within an office building.
In the entrance area, for example, atmospheric lighting creates an inviting
atmosphere, while in an open-plan office bright light is required for good
visibility and with it, error-free working. In exclusive individual offices,
lighting also provides a representative function in most cases, while in
canteens the right light supports relaxation during the lunch break. In a
multifunctional meeting room, light and ventilation must ensure maximum
concentration on the one hand and a relaxed communicative atmosphere
on the other.
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Plug-and-play solutions with ESYLUX Light Control
ELC and energy-efficient Human Centric Lighting
from SymbiLogic technology support biorhythms and
work performance. The ESYLUX DALI actuator simply
integrates ventilation into the demand-driven system.

High air quality, a comfortable indoor climate and optimal
lighting keep employees healthy and improve their performance at work. The PD-ATMO controls the ventilation
and the homogeneous light of the ELSA-2 downlights.

INCREASE WELL-BEING AND MOTIVATION WITH INTELLIGENT
AUTOMATION AND LIGHTING SOLUTIONS
The innovative, demand-driven solutions from ESYLUX automatically
improve every room in the entire office building. Whenever daylight is not
enough for relaxed vision to be at its best, ESYLUX solutions are able to
enhance it with flicker- and glare-free artificial light. Presence-dependent
light ensures safety in corridors and on stairwells. When the air quality
changes, for example in canteens or bathrooms, it is optimised by multisensory presence detectors.
In this way we can use light and air to improve people's comfort and
well-being in the office at all levels, keep them alert, motivated and
productive all day long, and supporting a restful sleep at night. They
don't need to do anything at all, and the energy of the building is used
as efficiently as possible.
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SIMPLY OPTIMISING CONDITIONS FOR LEARNING:
FROM PLAYGROUPS TO CLASSROOMS

SWITCH THE ROOM TO FULL CONCENTRATION WITH INTELLIGENT
AUTOMATION AND LIGHTING SOLUTIONS
In educational facilities such as schools, universities and day-care for
children, large groups of people are located for long periods of time in one
room and need a pleasant atmosphere that is conducive to learning. This
is because the brain can only be truly productive if you feel well overall.
Light has a significant impact on mood and the ability to concentrate. But
learning also consumes a lot of energy and oxygen and that's where air
can become thin. That is why light and air quality must be at its best in
enclosed spaces such as these if it is to create the optimum conditions for
people, motivation and successful learning.
Depending on the educational facility, there are further requirements for
individual areas. For example, in classrooms individual light scenes are
appropriate for teacher-centred learning or learning in groups. Younger
children on the other hand, need play areas in which light provides optimum
support in periods of activity and during breaks.
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The flat STELLA panel lights ensure the right atmosphere
when used in combination with the homogeneous light
emission of the ELSA-2 downlights. The presence detector
increases energy efficiency through demand-dependent
constant light control and simple group control.

Lighting systems with ESYLUX Light Control ELC
combine biologically effective light with intelligent ELC
technology for flexible lighting control of different room
zones. The BOARDLIGHT panel light provides uniform
vertical illumination of the presentation area.

WHERE A LARGE NUMBER OF PEOPLE LEARN TOGETHER,
LIGHT AND AIR CAN ENSURE FOR IDEAL CONDITIONS
Group rooms, classrooms, assembly halls or gymnasiums: With our demanddriven automation of lighting and air we are able to ensure optimal conditions
for learning in every room. For this we use biologically effective lighting that
imitates the dynamic gradients of daylight and thus has a positive effect
on hormones and the day-night-rhythm. This keeps the children and young
people attentive, productive and motivated.
The lighting systems with ESYLUX Light Control allow public facilities to be
modernised quickly and economically, even during operation. The combinations of sensors, control unit, luminaires and cabling can be installed via
plug-and-play, offer energy-efficient light management and the best lighting
quality at an excellent price-performance ratio.
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SIMPLY SUPPORTING HEALING
PROCESSES: FROM CONSULTATION TO
THE PATIENT ROOM

THE RIGHT LIGHT AND AIR QUALITY ARE ALSO CRUCIAL IN ROOMS
DESIGNED FOR HEALTH
In most cases, people in health facilities scarcely ever come into contact
with natural daylight for longer periods of time. The result is tiredness
and an adverse effect on regeneration processes. Moreover, patients
in hospitals and rehabilitation clinics have quite different sleep needs
depending on their age and illness. Flexible light management and
demand-driven ventilation help to provide optimum support for the healing
process of every individual.
In some rooms, light takes on quite different functions. In an examination
room, for example, the lighting must offer a high degree of relaxed vision
while at the same time creating a calm, trusting atmosphere.
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ELSA-2 downlights create a pleasant ambience and the
ATMO presence detector controls light and climate multisensorically as required.

The lighting system with ESYLUX Light Control ELC
creates energy-efficient Human Centric Lighting using
SymbiLogic technology. The ATMO presence detector
automatically ensures optimal air.

INVIGORATING BODY AND SOUL WITH INTELLIGENT AUTOMATION
AND LIGHTING SOLUTIONS
Multi-bed rooms, nurse rooms or examination rooms: ESYLUX combines
biologically effective lighting with demand-driven automation for a feelgood environment that has a positive effect on the recovery process. This
human centric lighting, with its dynamic daylight-like brightness and colour
gradients, supports the hormone balance and the natural day-night-rhythm.
Variable, appropriate light scenes simplify treatment.
Also from the economic perspective, the intelligent synergy of automation and
lighting is a benefit with ESYLUX. For example, with the best price-performance ratio the pre-configured, ready-to-use set solutions for patient rooms
(patient room sets) offer maximum energy efficiency and top light quality.
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THE MOST
PROMISING
IDEAS ARE
THOSE THAT
ALREADY HAVE
AN IMPACT
TODAY
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ESY,
WHEN INNOVATIONS ARE DYNAMICALLY IMPLEMENTED
IN SIMPLE SOLUTIONS
Finding out what people will need in the future and then quickly implementing those findings into simple products and solutions – that's what
ESYLUX is about. When developing innovative technologies and products
we are also able to respond quickly to market trends because we have
a powerful international network. Experienced trading partners the world
over and numerous subsidiaries in Europe, Asia and Oceania are the reasons
why we can boast outstanding value for money of ESYLUX products even in
a heavily competitive environment.
With more than 25 years of experience in the field of demand-driven
electronics, ESYLUX has followed a consistent path to intelligent synergy
of automation and lighting. Due to this expertise and our quality standards
we offer first-class products which are unique in terms of efficiency, safety,
durability and convenience. Numerous patents, prizes and awards prove
this quality.

INNOVATIONS THAT ARE ALREADY SHOWING THE WAY:

Controlling up to 16 lighting groups
across rooms according to the
international industry standard: the
APC10 presence detectors for DALI-2
from the COMPACT series already
achieve this today.

Intelligent, biologically effective light
is easy to plan, install, commission,
maintain, operate - and control energyefficiently! No dreams of the future for
lighting systems with ESYLUX Light
Control.

As with its automation and lighting
solutions, ESYLUX also relies on the
ESY-Pen and ESY-App on the principle
of intelligent synergy: they enable simple
parameterisation, remote control and
mobile management and documentation
of projects for all remote-controlled
ESYLUX products and solutions!
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SIMPLY BEING A GOOD PARTNER:
FROM PLANNING THROUGH TO THE
LAST HANDLE

LET US TACKLE NEW TASKS TOGETHER
For ESYLUX, excellent service above all means being close to the customer.
Our experts can provide advice and provide support in all phases of your
project – from planning energy-efficient solutions and selecting products
through to installation and reliable support via our technical hotline.
What is more, you benefit from our helpful tools, training opportunities
for planners, traders and technicians in the ESYLUX-Academy, and an
extended manufacturer's warranty.
Why not put ESYLUX to the test: We accept any challenge and look forward
to implementing exciting projects with you. And we will prove that everybody
benefits from demand-driven automation and lighting: a gain for people, for
the environment, and for your balance sheet. Welcome to ESYLUX.
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5
ESYLUX
ACADEMY

Informing and instructing
our customers is of utmost
importance to us.

SUPPORT FOR
PLANNING AND
PROJECT MANAGEMENT

EXTENDED
MANUFACTURER'S
WARRANTY

ONLINEDOCUMENTATION

From project planning
through to completion, we
are always at your side when
you need us.

Quality is often just an empty
promise. For us, it is an
obligation.

Information is precious – if it
is easy to find and use.
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ESYLUX SALES COMPANIES
ESYLUX Deutschland GmbH

ESYLUX Belgium nv

ESYLUX Danmark ApS

ESYLUX France SARL

An der Strusbek 40
22926 Ahrensburg I Deutschland
t: +49 4102 489 0
info@esylux.de
www.esylux.de

Vlamstraat 7 bus 2
9450 Denderhoutem-Haaltert I België
t: +32 53 850 570
info@esylux.be
www.esylux.be

Kokholm 3A
6000 Kolding I Danmark
t: +45 76 72 90 90
info@esylux.dk
www.esylux.dk

5 rue de Castiglione
75001 Paris I France
t: +33 1 5345 10 55
info@esylux.fr
www.esylux.fr

ESYLUX Nederland B.V.

ESYLUX Norge AS

ESYLUX Österreich GmbH

ESYLUX Portugal, Lda.

Leeghwaterstraat 35
3364 AE Sliedrecht I Nederland
t: +31 184 647 000
info@esylux.nl
www.esylux.nl

Strandveien 33
1366 Lysaker I Norge
t: +47 2255 52 00
info@esylux.no
www.esylux.no

Hafenstraße 2A
4020 Linz I Österreich
t: +43 732 788 188 0
info@esylux.at
www.esylux.at

Lagoas Park Edifício 8, Piso 1
2740-244 Porto Salvo I Portugal
t: +351 214 236 170
comercial@esylux.pt
www.esylux.pt

ESYLUX Russia

ESYLUX Suomi Oy

ESYLUX Sverige AB

ESYLUX Swiss AG

ООО "ИЗИЛЮКС РУ"
ул. Лётная, д. 21, пом. VI
141018, г. Мытищи,
Московская область I Россия
t: +7 495 782 72 40
info@esylux.ru
www.esylux.ru

c/o Oy DJS-Automation AB
Vitikka 1 D
02630 Espoo | Suomi
t: +358 20 779 26 60
info@esylux.fi
www.esylux.fi

Färögatan 33
164 51 Kista I Sverige
t: +46 470 853 00
info@esylux.se
www.esylux.se

Heidelbergstrasse 9
8355 Aadorf I Schweiz
t: +41 44 808 61 00
info@esylux.ch
www.esylux.ch

ESYLUX Asia Ltd.

ESYLUX Australia

ESYLUX GmbH (Export)

No. 4 32/F Saxon Tower
7 Cheung Shun Street
Lai Chi Kok I Kowloon I Hong Kong
t: +852 3107 89 98
sales@esylux.com.hk
www.esylux.com.hk

c/o Mecive Group
29 Fowler Street
Box Hill South
Victoria 3128 | Australia
t: +61 1300 379 589
sales@esylux.com.au
www.esylux.com.au

An der Strusbek 40
22926 Ahrensburg I Germany
t: +49 4102 888 80 0
sales@esylux.com
www.esylux.com

China

Cyprus

Czech Republic

India

WanLand Automation
Equipment (Shanghai) Co., Ltd.
No. 158 Shuanglian Road,
Qingpu District
Shanghai I China
t: +86 21-54161602
info@wanland.asia
www.wanland.com.cn

SurgeTech Ltd.
117 Athalassas Avenue
2013, Nicosia I Cyprus
t: +357 22 276 300
info@surgetech.com.cy
www.surgetech.com.cy

N.G. Elektro Trade, a.s.
Jáchymovská 1370
363 01 Ostrov
t: +420 351 124 923
filip@ngelektro.cz
www.ngelektro.cz

iTvis Innovations Pvt. Ltd.
3, Kalika Plaza, Bhabha Nagar,
Mumbai Naka, Nashik,
Maharashtra 422011
t: +91 253 250144
info@itvisinnovations.com
www.itvisinnovations.com

Ireland

Kazakhstan

Lithuania

New Zealand

Core Distribution
17b Goldenbridge Industrial Estate,
Tyrconnell Road, Inchicore, D08 WD50
Dublin 8
Republic of Ireland
t: +353 (0)1 4537033
sales@coreelectrical.ie
www.coreelectrical.com

EST Group
Turgut Ozala str. 80
Almaty District
Almaty
Republic of Kazakhstan
info@est-group.pro
www.est-group.pro

Uab “ENERGOZONA”
Smolensko g. 10
Vilnius 03201
t: +370 616 01229
info@energozona.lt
www.energozona.lt

Simx Ltd
1 Haliday Place,
East Tamaki, Auckland 2013
t: +64 (9) 259 1660
lighting@simx.co.nz
www.simx.co.nz

Slovakia

United Arab Emirates

N.G. ELEKTRO, s.r.o.
J. Bottu 432
956 18 BOŠANY
t: +421 385 427 045
melus@ngelektro.sk
www.ngelektro.sk

Beta Trading Establishment
Ras Al Khor Industrial Area 2
Dubai
t: +971-4 7069777
tareq.abdelhadi@betag.com
www.betag.com

TRADING PARTNERS
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